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May I take this opportunity to thank the people from ESV for the webinar presentation today the
22nd sept 2020 lots of useful information & well presented by all:
may I suggest ESV look at one area within the COES for both none prescribed & prescribed certs
there is currently NO requirements when submitting a cert of safety for any electrician to submit
calibration results for the insulation resistance meter & Multimeter to ESV I would have thought
by making it mandatory this may prompt people to actually learn to use these meters.
From the electrical persons point of view I ask lots of electricians if they do testing when
installing any new electrical work, the expressions I get from people are priceless. Some don’t
even know what testing is, they do it at Tafe then that’s it never again, surely the idea of testing
is to ensure the test performed is to the current electrical regulations.
Also with safe isolation (Switch of any main switches) before working shall reduce fatalities &
accident in the electrical field. We can all say its time consuming to test but it shall safe lives & as
humans we all make mistakes from time to time, however its how the situation is then handled
by ESV & the electrical person who has made a mistake it’s a team effort from all parties to
ensure electrical people are trained & also educated to do a good job when working in the
industry this shall eventually save lives.
I think its paramount that testing is enforced by ESV to all electrical people. I would love to be in
the 1st batch of people considered for the new proposed training, after all if there is something
we don’t understand on any training course we ASK the instructors on the day or better make it
a classroom environment where people share all the knowledge to all.
Kind regards

